
Eric the Viking – a restoration in many parts – October 2021 

Spend since last report: £427. Total hours labour since last report: 52 

Last time I had finished the offside suspension and the brakes were in progress. This time I’ve 
managed to do rather a lot! 

In order: The front suspension and front brake is back together on the offside, the gearbox is 
out, the underside of the fuel tank was then accessible to get its rust removed.  

 

 



The steering box has mostly been cleaned up, so has the gearbox and Eric is back on his 
wheels. 

  

A large chunk of the current work was the cab floor. The driver’s side was pretty ropey and 
the outer half needed replacing. I chose to remove more good metal than was really necessary 
to give a straight line of seam weld to reduce the visible change. I was also able to rust proof 
the tops of the chassis rails at the same time. The passenger side was less rotten and was a 
smaller patch plus a final rectangle in the middle just behind the handbrake and we have good 
strong metal all welded in. 

 

 

Then primer time but my spray gun had a fault and it looked rubbish and will need smoothing 
before top coat. Nonetheless rather improved! 



 

The next part of the project is going to be interesting! The offside middle panel opposite the 
sliding door is a fixed panel. Several years ago I replaced the lower part of that panel and the 
outer sill with a cheat panel that is all joined together. It looks ok but the top of the original 
panel had been damaged in an accident many years ago and there was a lot of filler. I also cut 
the edge off the lower replacement panel as it was slightly too large but welding that cut in 
looked rubbish. 

 

I had bought a replacement lower sliding door panel which is the same on both sides and I picked up 
a new outer sill at Busfest because otherwise it was £17 for the sill and £7 postage! 

Outer sill joins the middle sill which is new metal, so it was quite a quick win. More on this next time 
as I have a plan so cunning that it could be a fox who has just been made Professor of Cunning at 
Cambridge University. 



Finally, I was on Facebook one evening and someone that I did not know called Jon was asking for 
more information about this picture. He and I got chatting, and that’s Eric in the picture with Jon’s 
Grandad at some point in the 80s. That roof was changed to the Paris roof that arrived with Eric, the 
paintwork had mostly been replaced with primer and rust, and the front grill was missing. The louvre 
windows I have and the rust hole from the aerial on the roof was quite extensive! I am not currently 
looking to sell Eric as I want to finish him and then use him, but Jon has first dibs if that day should 
ever arrive. 

Talk about a small world – only 15 more owners to find and I will know the whole history. 

 

 


